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ABSTRACT 

This report outlines a computer program which is designed to 

facilitate researchers who want to obtain £. quick visual comparison 

of several data sets or see if a functional form may exist in their 

data. 

MGRAPH can plot up to five curves or data sets per graph, 

which are read in and/or generated from a function. Because most data 

used by researchers are coded on computer cards for a wide variety of 

data processing other than plotting, MGRAPH is designed to accept a 

wide range of data formats. It accepts coded and uncoded data of 

varying record lengths, can transform the Y variables and can handle 

data which are read in and generated simultaneously. 

Several applications of MGRAPH are presented and data cards 

are shown to aid the user. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Researchers generally require a quick and simple way of graph 

ically illustrating data for rapid comparisons or interpretation of 

general functional forms. A number of plotters attached to computers 

or programs utilizing line printers are available for plotting. How 

ever, plotters are slow and not readily accessible to researchers using 

remote terminals. While plots obtained from line printers are not as 

neat or precise, they are quick and readily available. Nevertheless, 

most of these plot programs either a) are built into a general statis 

tical canned program and are useable only in that manner, have no 

versatility in form of data input, require the user to precalculate 

the scale or interval for the X and Y axes and read these values into 

the program, or b) do not allow multiple curves, functions or data sets 

to be plotted on one graph. The plot program (MGRAPH) presented here 

is designed to eliminate these difficulties. 

None of the features presented in MGRAPH is unique in itself 

but in combination they provide a rather short program which will work 

on any computer using Basic Fortran IV or higher forms of Fortran, 

accept a wide variety of data formats, calculate its own scale for the 

X and Y axes, give the user the option of specifying the desired graph 

size, and plot up to five curves, function or data sets per graph. 

This latter feature not only saves space, paper and printing time but 

also allows a quick comparison of several curves on one graph. 

MAIN PROGRAM 

MGRAPH will accept X and Y coordinates which are read in or 

generated, either simultaneously or separately. The option is also 

available for transforming variables after they are read in. Because 

data are seldom put on cards for plotting only, MGRAPH allows for a 

wide variety of data formats which may be more applicable for other 

forms of analysis. MGRAPH is therefore written to accept (1) single 

and multiple X-Y observations per card1, (2) single or multiple X-Y 

observations per card which are coded, (3) two or more Y's plotted 

against one X, i.e., (X:, Yl5 Y2 ... Y5) per card, (4) one or more Y's 

plotted against one X with one or several transformations of any Y 

variable, (5) one to five functions (and to generate the data), and 

(6) several combinations of these five general forms. Table 1 provides 
a more detailed list of input combinations which are acceptable to 

MGRAPH. Tables A1-A5 in Appendix I give examples of data cards corre 

sponding to each input type described in Table 1, 

In Type 1, the simplest input type, one or more X-Y coordinates 

are read in per card and the order remains the same over all cards 

MGRAPH is not confined to reading cards but can read records from 

tapes or disks with the appropriate change in logical unit number. 



Table 1 Data input combinations 

Number of curves plotted per Number 

graph by mode of specification read per card 

Input Read Trans- GeneT-

type Total in form ate X Code Form of input 

1-5 1-5 0 

1-5 1-5 0 

1-5 1-5 0 

2-5 

2 

3-5 

3-5 

1-5 

3 

2-5 

1 

1 

2 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2-4 

1-3 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1-5 

1 

1-5 1-5 

1-5 1-5 

11 

2-5 

1 

1 

2 

0 

1 

0 

1-5 X. , i, , C * . • X » i i C i 1, 5 

V c 

y v r 

V 5' 5 

V V C3 

h- Yr ci 
i v r 

V V L4 

Xv * v 

one observation 

per card 

1, 5 

X. 

V 
(X) i 

: Y 

£1(Y1) i 

1...S 

V Yl = -U 

V V c 

1, 2.^4 

...3 

Remarks 

any ordering 

of variables 

is acceptable 

but muse be 

maintained 

for all data 

cards 

all 

T's and/or 

Vs 
plotted 

against 3L 

If only one X and Y are plotted (i * 1) a code is not needed. 

Only two of the more complex combinations of data (Types 2-5 and 4-5) are given here, but combinations of 

types 1-5, and 3-5 are also acceptable and input should be self explanatory. 



(presorted data). Type 2 is similar to Type 1 except that the data are 

coded, e.g., a species code. The code allows the user to have either 

several X-Y observations per card in any order with the order changing 

from card to card2, or single X-Y observations per card with the cards 

arranged in any order, i.e., the code allows proper sorting of data. 

In Type 3 several Y's are plotted against one X. Type 4 is the same as 

Type 3 except that one or more of the Y's can be transformed and plotted 

against X.3 Type 5 allows the user to specify one or several functions 

which generate the X-Y coordinates. Type 6 shows where Types 1-5, 2-5, 

3-5, and 4-5 combinations are acceptable. 

When the data are read in, the user is required to specify a 

format statement which corresponds to his data.1* It will take the form 

5 FORMAT(C- , C-...C ) 
1 I n 

where: C's are format codes 

n = the number of variables read per card. 

In addition, if the user desires to transform the data (input 

Type 4), he must also specify the desired transformation(s). They will 

be of the form: 

ZT(l) = f(ZpO) 

■ 

ZT(t) = f(Z(N)) 

where: t = the number of transformations being done 

2(N) = the Y variable read in, upon which the trans 

formation will be done, e.g., if the user 

desired the reciprocal of the second variable 

read in, ZT(1) = 1/Z(2). 

2 The X's, Y's and C's must always occupy the same columns from card to 

card, e.g., Card 1 X± X% ^ X,, Y2 C2 X$ Y3 C3 

Card 2 X3 Y3 C3 5^ Y_^ C± X2 Y2 C2 

The order of X, Y and C is changing but within the appropriate columns 

(see Table 2, Appendix I). 

3 Mote: Transformations cannot be done when more than one X is read in 

(Types 1 and 2) because the program has no way of distinguishing which 

X the transformed Y is to be plotted against. 

^ Even when no data are to be read in, statement number 5 is required 

because all sections of the compiled program, including that which 

reads cards, are scanned to see if all referenced statements (e.g., 

statement 5) are present. 

Note: A 5 CONTINUE statement placed where the format statement goes 

will suffice when data are not read in. 



When Che data are to be generated as in Types 5 and 6 a function 

must be specified by the user for each set of data to be generated, and 

will take the form: 

Z(l) = f^XX) 

ZCt) = ft(xx) 

where: t = the number of curves to be generated 

XX = the X axis variable of which Y is a function. 

The following is an example for generating two sets of data: 

Z(l) - 73.5 + .15*XX + .05*XX**2 

Z(2) o 50.0 + .15*XX + .O75*XX**2. 

XX is generated by the program from data concerning the size and 

range of the X axis. Wherever X enters the function the user must insert 

the variable name XX (see above). 

Table 2 gives a checklist of the format, transformation, and 

generating function cards which the user must specify and insert in the 

main program for each input type. The proper place for inserting these 

is given by COMMENT cards in the main program (Appendix IV), 

See footnote 4, page 3. 



5 

DATA INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

In order chat MGRAPH may read in, transform, generate, and 

arrange and plot the data the user must specify a number of program 

variables. The names and definitions of these user-specified varia 

bles are given below and the input instructions for them are given in 

abbreviated form in Table 3. A more detailed description can be 

found in Appendix II along with examples of data cards corresponding 

to Table 3 (Table A6, Appendix II). 

The user-specified variables are of two types: 1) for spec 

ifying and processing the data and 2) for plotting the data (see the 

following list). They will occupy from four to five data cards, and 

they must precede the data deck containing the X-Y observations (see 

Figure A5, Appendix IV). 

List of User-specified Variables 

INPUT = Number of curves to be generated from functions 

HA = Number of curves, up to five, to be plotted per 

graph 

NVB = Number of variables per data card 

NVA = Number of variables after transformation 

(NVA_>NVB) 

IX = Which variables per card or record are X coordinates 

IY = Which variables per card or record are Y coordinates 

ICV = Which variables per card or record are data codes 

SV a Starting X value when Y is to be generated 

EV = Ending X value when Y is to be generated 

FLG = Value of flag card which signals the end of data set 

ICODE = Value of data codes for separating X-Y data (MAX = 5) 

SYMB = Symbols for plotting curves (MAX = 5) 

KX = Size of X axis - number of spaces wide (MAX = 100) 

KY = Size of Y axis - number of lines high 

ANX = X axis label 

ANY = Y axis label 

ACR = Label for each curve (equal to MA) 

FAMNA = Label for graph (name of family of curves) 

IVX = Code which indicates if integer values or real values 

are desired for scaling the X axis 

IVY = Code which indicates if integer or real values are 

desired for scaling the Y axis 

SY1 = Minus sign (-) for delineating the X axis 

SY2 = Plus sign (+) for delineating the X axis 

5 Only those Y's which are read in and will be plotted are specified 

here, i.e., if a Y is used in a transformation and subsequently 

disregarded it must not be specified. 



Table 3 Input instructions 

Card Column Variable 

Input: 

example Remarks 

1 

2 

4,5 

6,7 

9-18 

1 19-28 

1 29-33 

1 40-47 

1 48-55 

1 56-64 

66-80 

1-5 

7,S 

10-12 

14 

15 

17 

18 

20-49 

51-80 

1-20 

21-40 

41-60 

61-80 

1-20 

1-20 

21-29 

30 

INPUT 

MA 

NVB 

NVA 

IX 

ICV 

SV 

EV 

FLG 

I CODE 

SYMB 

KY 

KX 

IVY 

IVX 

SY1 

SY2 

ANY 

ANX 

ACR 

ACR 

ACR 

ACR 

ACR 

FAMNA 

ATI 

SPS 

3 

5 

06 

06 

01 04 00 00 00 

03 06 00 00 00 

02 05 00 00 00 

10 

100 

99 

INPUT <_ MA (three curves to be generated) 

NVA > NVB 

Of the six (NVB) variables read in variables 1 and 4 are X's 

Of the sis (NVB) variables read in variables 3 and 6 are Y's 

Of the six (NVB) variables read in variables 2 and 5 are Codes 

If INPUT = 0, SV - 0 

If INPUT = 0, EV = 0 

Must correspond to format for reading first variable from X-Y 

data cards 

050 060 000 000 000 Cades for the two ICV variables 

12AB* 

40 

075 

0 

1 

- (minus) 

+ (plus) 

VOLUME PER ACRE 

SITE INDEX 

WHITE PINE 

RED FINE 

JACK PINE 

BLACK SPRUCE 

BALSAM FIR 

YIELD COMPARISONS 

123456789 

& 

If < 5 leave remaining blank 

Maximum * 100 

0 = real scale acceptable; 1 

0 ■ real scale acceptable; 1 

{ for delineating the X axis 

Start In column 20 

centre between columns 51-80 

integer scale desired 

Integer scale desired 

names 

for 

curves 

{ 5 If not needed delete card 

Start in column 1 

{ Must always be punched 

{ as written 

} centre all five names 

} between the 20 

} columns provided 

A more detailed description can be found in Appendix I along with examples of data cards. 



ATT >■ , Symbols required if more than one point occupies 

SPS = ' the same coordinates on the curve 

SUBPROGRAMS 

The main program calls the subroutine GRAPH and through the common 

storage makes all the required arguments available to it. GRAPH in turn 

calls three other subroutines (SORT, LIMIT, and SCALE), which either cal 

culate needed variables or arrange the variable arrays in the proper 

order for plotting. GRAPH utilizes these values to arrange and print out 

the entire graph with all labels, symbols and a legend. Because several 

X-Y coordinates may be identical or so nearly identical that they occupy 

the same point on the graph, GRAPH is written to check for this eventu 

ality, and where it occurs it prints the number of points occupying the 

same coordinates on the graph up to a maximum of nine superimposed points 

(see Figure Al, Appendix III). If more than nine occur the symbol "&" 

is printed. The user is therefore advised not to use the symbol "&" 

or the numbers 2 through 9 as plotting symbols when superimposed points 
are suspected. 

SORT is a "bubble sorter", which arranges all the Y coordinates 
in descending order and rearranges the X values to correspond to the 

proper Y's. Where more than one curve is to be plotted per graph SORT 
also rearranges the symbols which correspond to the Y's for each curve. 

LIMIT is used to find the maximum and minimum values of X. Where 

such a subprogram is built into a computer system, this subroutine can be 
eliminated. 

SCALE takes the user's specifications for graph size and calcu 

lates a well-behaved scale and starting value (rounds and truncates) for 

the X and Y axis. It also allows the user to specify if he desires the 

X or Y scales to be only integer values. 

APPLICATION 

Figures A1-A4 in Appendix III illustrate the versatility 

of MGRAPH. Their corresponding INPUT cards specifying both program 
and data cards required by the user are given in tables A7-A10, 

Appendix III. Figure Al illustrates a 4 in. x 5 in. graph5, 

The specifications for a 4 in, x 5 in. graph are that it be 25 lines 

tall (punched in columns 7 and 8 of card 2) and 50 spaces wide (punched 

050 in columns 10, 11 and 12 of card 2). A 6.5 in. x 7.5 in. graph, 
i.e., 40 lines tall and 75 spaces wide, and a 8.5 in. x 10 in. graph, 

50 lines tall and 100 lines wide (maximum width) are the two other 
recommended sizes. 



(smallest recommended size) which is the plot of four site index curves 
generated from functions7. Figure Al is the smallest recommended size. 

Figure A2 illustrates a scatter diagram (stem map) of tree loca 

tions identified (coded) by species and read in. Figure A3 gives a graph 

of residual values obtained from a typical regression program and illus 
trates MGRAPH's ability to handle both positive and negative values 

simultaneously. In this case it shows that the model used was inappropri 

ate. Figure A4 shows a plot of actual data plus a fitted least squares 

regression line. This illustrates the versatility of combining both 

actual (read in) and generated data simultaneously on one graph. 

Appendix IV gives a printout of the MGRAPH program and shows the 

arrangement of the data cards. It was originally written for the IBM 

360/25 in basic Fortran IV and with the appropriate change in logical 
unit number can be used on any machine which accepts basic Fortran IV 
or higher forms of Fortran. 

Functions obtained from Lundgren, A. L., and W. A. Dolid. 1970. Bio 

logical growth functions describe published site index curves for Lake 

States timber species. USDA Forest Serv., North Central Forest Exp. 

Stn., St. Paul, Minn. Res. Pap. NC-36. 9 p. 
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APPENDIX I 



The data used in the following five examples are identical for 

the reader's convenience in comparing input types. All five examples 

illustrate data input for two sets of data (two curves) each containing 

five X-Y observations (five points per curve). Note: Up to five data 

sets can be handled at one time, but for ease of presentation only two 

are illustrated. 



Table Al. An example of Type 1 data 
a 

Column 
12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

01234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

For each of these cards Che four figures are: X , Y , X , Y 

All X-Y coordinates are placed on cards in a sorted form. 

Flag Card - signals end of data. 



Table A2 An example of Type 2 data 

Column 
12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345G7890 

For each of these cards the six figures are: V V V C0DE2 

J Xr Yv CODE 

Data are the same as in Table 1 except that they are not prearranged in sorted formj 

therefore, a code is required by the computer for sorting. 

Flag Card - signals end of data. 



Table A3 An example of Type 2 data 

Column 
123456789111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666666777 

012345678901234567890123456 789012 34567890123456789012345678901234567390 

For each of these cards the three figures are: Cards 1,4,5,7,9 X , Y , CODE 

Cards 2,3,6,8,10 X_, Y . C0DEo 

Data are the same as In Table 1 except that each card has only one data set and Che 

order Is shuffled; therefore, a code is required by the computer for sorting. 

Flag Card - signals end of data. 



Table A4 An example of Type 3 data 

Column 12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
01_234567890123456789Q12345678901234567890123456789012345678901 

Card 1 75 1430 1450 

Card 2 100 1500 1520 

Card 3 20 1100 1120 

Card 4 30 1175 1195 

Card 5 60^ 1305 1325 

Card 6 

For each of these cards the three figures are: X , ¥ , Y, 

Flag Card - signals end of data. 



Table A5 An example of Type 4 data 

12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

O1234567890123456789O1234567890123456789O123456789O123456789O123456789O 

For each of these cards the two figures are; X , T 

The transformed variable Y = Y + 20 (Note: Y is equal to Y in Table A4) 

a 

Flag Card - signals end of data. 



Table A6 Data cards corresponding to Table 3 

Column 

Card 1; 
Card 2 

Card 3 

Card 4 

Card 5 

12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789Q 

35 0606 0104 0306 0205 

12AB* 40 075 01 -+ VOLUME PER ACRE 

WHITE PINE RED PINE 

BALSAM FIR 

YIELD COMPARISONS 123456789& 

000000100000010000000099, 050060 

SITE INDEX 

JACK PINE BLACK SPRUCE 

Columns 13-18, 23-28, 33-39 are left blank rather Chan punched zero. 
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Detailed Data Input Instructions 

CARD 1: 

Column: 1 is used to specify the number of curves or data sets 

(var. INPUT) which will be generated (Max. = 5). 

If all data are read in leave column blank. 

Column: 2 is used to specify the total number of curves 

(var. HA) to be plotted per graph (Max. = 5). 

Columns: 4, 5 are used to specify the number of variables 

which will be read per data card (var. NVB). If 

all data are generated leave columns blank. 

Columns: 6, 7 are used to specify the total number of variables 

which are read in and transformed (var. NVA). These 

must always be equal to or greater than NVB, i.e., 

if no data transformation is done NVA = NVB; if one 

transformation is done NVA = NVB +1. If all data 

are generated leave columns blank. 

Columns: 9-18 are used to identify which of the variables (NVB) 

read in are X's (var. IX). A maximum of five X variables 

can be identified with two columns reserved for each 

variable. If 15 variables were read in (NVB = 15) and 

the first, fourth, seventh, tenth and thirteenth 

variables were X's columns 9-18 would be punched 

O1O4O71O13. If only the first and fourth variable 

were X's columns 9-12 would be punched 0104 and the 

remainder left blank or punched zero. If all data are 

generated leave columns blank. 

Columns: 19-28 are used to identify which of the NVB variables 

are Y's which will be used in plotting (var. IY). The 

input is exactly like the preceding variable (IX), with 

one exception. Some Y's may be read in, used in a 

transformation, and then discarded. In this case the Y 

so transformed is not used in plotting and therefore 

must not be specified as a Y variable. If all data 

are generated leave volumns blank. 

Columns: 29-38 are used to identify which of the NVB variables 

are data codes (var. ICV). The data input instructions 

are exactly like those for variable IX. If codes are 

not used leave columns blank. 

Columns: 40-47 are used to specify the starting value of X 

(var. SV) which will be used when generating the 

X-Y data. If all data are read leave columns blank. 



Columns: 48-55 are used to specify the ending value of X 

(var. EV) which will be used when generating the 

X-Y data. If all data are read in leave columns 

blank. 

Columns: 56-64 are used to specify a flag card variable 

(var. FLG) which signals the end of the data deck. 

It must conform exactly with the format specifications 

for the first variable read in from the X-Y data 

cards. FLG usually takes the form 999.9. If the first 

variable read in from the X-Y cards has a format of 

F5.1 the FLG would be punched 0009999.9. Note that the 

decimal point is always punched. If all data are 

generated leave columns blank. 

Columns: 66-80 are used to identify from one to five one-, two-

or three-digit data codes which will be used to sep 

arate and sort the X-Y observations (var. ICODE), e.g., 

if five two-digit codes are needed columns 66-80 

would be punched 010020030040050, if two three-

digit codes are needed columns 66-71 would be punched 

111222 while the remaining columns (72-80) would be 

left blank or punched zero. If codes are not needed 

leave these columns blank. 

CARD 2: 

Columns: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are reserved for the symbols (SYMB) 

used to identify and plot the five curves or data sets. 

They can be any alphabetic, numeric or special char 

acter acceptable in basic Fortran IV, If less than five 

are required the remainder should be left blank, e.g., 

if four symbols are needed, columns 1, 2, 3 and 4 will 

be punched with column 5 left blank. 

Columns: 7 and 8 are used to specify the number of single-

spaced lines (variable KY) to be allocated to the Y 

axis (height of Y axis). 

Columns: 10, 11 and 12 are used to specify the number of 

horizontal spaces (variable KX) to be allocated to 

the X axis (width of X axis) (Maximum = 100). 

Column: 14 is used to specify if an integer scale is desired 

for the Y axis (variable IVY), i.e., it is punched 

"1" if an integer scale is desired; otherwise it is 

punched "0" (See Figures Al and A3, Appendix III). 



Column: 15 is used to specify if an integer scale is 

desired for the X axis (variable IVX), i.e., it is 

punched "1" if an integer scale is desired; otherwise 

it is punched "0". 

Columns: 17 and 18 are always punched - (minus), and + 

(plus), i.e. - +. This is for delineating the X 

axis. 

Columns: 20-49 are reserved for the label of the Y axis 

(variable ANY). If fewer than 30 spaces are 

required it is suggested that the user start the 

name in column 20. 

Columns: 51-80 are reserved for the label of the X axis 

(variable ANX). If fewer than 30 spaces are 

required it is suggested that the user centre 

the name between columns 51 and 80. 

CARDS 3-4 are reserved for the labels identifying the curves or 

data sets to be plotted (variable ACR). 

Columns: 1-20 are reserved for the label identifying the 

curve or data set which corresponds to the points 

plotted by the symbol found in column 1 of card 2. 

If the name is less than 20 characters it should 

be centred between columns 1 and 20, 

Columns: 21-40 are reserved for the label identifying the 

second curve or data set which corresponds to the 

points plotted by the symbol found in column 2 of 

card 2. If the name is less than 20 characters it 

should be centred between columns 21 and 40. 

Columns: 41-60 and 61-80 are reserved for the names of the 

third and fourth data sets. The fifth data set 

has its label on card 4, which is punched in the 

same manner as columns 1-20 on card 3. If four 

or fewer data sets are required card 4 is omitted. 

CARD 5: 

Columns: 1-20 are reserved for the label identifying the 

graph or name of the family of curves (variable 

FAMNA) which are found on the graph. This label 

will be printed out to the right of the legend. 

Start name in column 1. 



Columns: 21-29 are reserved for the numerical characters 

(123456789) used for plotting when two or more 

points are superimposed (variable ATT). They must 

always be punched on this card. 

Column: 30 is reserved for the special character "&" used 

if more than nine points are superimposed (variable 

SPS). They must always be punched on this card. 
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HE[GHT I\ fEfT 

21 KOOOO 

140.0000 

■ * 

* * 

96.5000 

51.0000 

-3 

10.00 44.00 78.00 112.00 146.00 180,00 

AGE IN YEARS 

SYMBOL CURVE IDENTITY 

SITE 1NDEX 60 

SITE INDEX 80 

S ITE TNDEX 100 

S I TE INOFX 120 

DENTITY W* PINL LAKE STATES 

Figure Al. Four site index curves for white pine in the Lake States. 



Table A7 Program and data cards required to generate four site index curves 

Column 
12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

O1234567S9O123456789O123456789Q123456789O123456789Q1234567890123456789O 

Program 

Cards 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Data Cards 

User-specified 

Variables 

1 44 

2 

3 

4 

Z (1) = (1.966*60.0)*(l.O-(EXP(~.O2399*XX)))**!.8942 

Z(2)-(l.966*80.0)*(1.0-{EXP(-.02399*XX)))**1.8942 

Z<3) = (1. 966*1000* (1.0-(EXF(-.02399*XX)))**l.8942 

Z(4) = (l. 966*120 O*U.0-(EX)(^.02399*XX)))**l. 8942 

CONTINUE 

*/.= 25 050 01 -+■ HEIGHT IN FEET 

SITE INDEX 60 SITE INDEX 

W. PINE LAKE STATES 123456789& 

80 

10 180 

AGE IN YEARS 

SITE INDEX 100 SITE INDEX 120 



QIST&NCF IN f- FET 

99.0000 

79.0000 - * 

_ / # 

"" _ / * * 

.ooco * * 

39.0000 

* * 

19.0000 __^_ *_ 

-1.0000 - * * . 

- + + 

LOO 20.00 3 9.00 5 8.00 77.00 96.00 

DISTANCE IN FEET 

SYMBOL_. CURVE IDENTITY ._ PLOT IDENTITY STEM H4P 

* WHITE SPRUCE 

BALSAM FIR 

/ HARDWOODS 

Figure A2. Stem map 



Table A8 Program and data cards required to translate and plot tree locations 

Column 

Program 

Cards 

1 

Data Cards 

12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

01234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567390 

5 FORMAT(5(F4.2,IX,F4.2,IX,P3.0,2X)) 

User-specified 

Variables 

1 

2 

3 

03 1515 010407101302050811140306091215 

*./ 25 050 00 -+- DISTANCE IN FEET 

WHITE SPRUCE BALSAM FIR 

STEM MAP 1234567S9& 

99.99 100200300 

DISTANCE IN FEET 

HARDWOODS 

X-Y 

Coordinates 

1 5134 225 300 9693 6445 100 695 3676 100 1636 225 300 2019 2024 200 

20 

21 

6978 3587 300 2060 4725 300 4287 665 100 9855 605 200 7213 3390 100 

9999 



VOL. PER ACRE (CUBIC FT.) 

5.4000 -R 

Figure A3. Plotted regression residuals. 



Table A9 Program and data cards required to plot regression residuals 

Column 
12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

Q123456789Q123456789012345678901234567S9012345678901234567S901234567890 

Program 

Cards 

1 

Data Cards 

5 FORMAT(F3.O,2X,F5.3) 

User-specified 

Variables 

1 

2 

_ 3 

4 

01 0202 01 02 

R 25 050 01 -+ VOL. PER ACRE (CUBIC FT.) 

REGRESSION RESIDUAL 

JACK PINE SITE 1 123456789& 

999. 

AGE OF THE STAND IK YEARS 

X-Y 

Coordinates 

1 20 53237 

17 

18 

100 

999 

21164 



75.0000 - tt* * 

15 * A . 00 1759 .00 197 0 -_P_0_ _Zl 81^00 239 2^00 2603.00 _ _ 
DISPOSABLE INCOME PER* CAPITA 

SYMBOL CURVE JOENTITY PLOT IDENTITY NEWSPRINT CON. IN US 

* ACTUAL OBSERVATIONS 

PITTED REG- LI 

Figure kh. Per capita newsprint consumption in the United States: 
actual observations and fitted lease squares regression line. 



Table A10 Program and data cards required to generate and read in United States per capita 

newsprint consumption 

Column 

12345678911111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 

01734567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

Program 

Cards 

1 

2 

Z(l)=37.71834+0.02228*XX 

5 FORMAT(F4.0,F2.0) 

Data Cards 

User-specified 

Variables 

1 

2 

3 

4 

12 0202 01 02 1550 2600 9999. 

*R 25 050 01 -+ PER CAPITA NEWSPRINT CON.(LBS) DISPOSABLE INCOME PER CAPITA 

ACTUAL OBSERVATIONS FITTED REGRESSION LINE 

NEWSPRINT CON. TN US123456789& 

X-Y 

Coordinates 

1 156770 

23 

24 

259595 

9999 



APPENDIX IV 



X-Y Coordinate (Data Cards) 

User-specified (Data Cards) 

MGRAPH 
Program Cards 

Figure A5. Arrangement of program and data cards. 



Printout of the MGRAPH Program 

N7. X (?S0) . Y (2S0) , (\SY (?Sfl) , SY^H (S) ,&NY(*O , AMX(h) •AC*?(S.<Si -FA 

IMNfl (S) (Mi .SYMi-R,KY,K^ . 5Y1 ■ SY? * IVY« IVX , S^S. ATT (9 ] 

DOUBLE PPFXISIO'M C!^).kX,SX 

PI "ENS I ON IX (b) »IY<5) .ICVfSt.ZU1^) -7T (M .TCODK (S) ,NS(1) 

PF4D( l»ynn) INPUT iMA.NVHiiNVAi ( IX (t) » 1=1 «*») * (I Y (I) « 1 = 1 iS) . (ICV( I) . I 

1=] .5) .5V,Fv,FLr,, (IConrit I ) . I = ] , b ) 

OF AD ( 1.901) (SYMH ( I ) .I = 1.S) 

1 .H) . (AN/ (T) .1 = 1 

N7 = 

i f (i a) 3• ? 

1 on 7 J=l»i 

no 8 I=l.s 

GO TO (9,10.11)•J 

9 IF ( ICV(I)) 8»12»8 

0 IFilX(D) M.lg«* 

11 IF ( I Y (I> > M,1?,S 

8 COMT 

PL1CF_ TPANSFOPMAT ION 

7T (1)=;(?)-?O.0 

00 21 E = N'V 

KW= K-

?\ IYINYY)=K 

20 on ^? j=i .N 

___±\Zz3 ZjM__ 

' IF(NS(?)-]) 
23 IJ=IX(1) 

on to ?<=> 

TJ=IX(J) 

x(mZ)=7( 

IJ=IY(J) 

Y(MZ)=Z(IJ) 

IF (NS ( 1 ) ) ? 

26 IJ=ICV(J) 

00 2H K«].IP 

IF(2( IJJ-IC006 

?H CONTINUE 



?9 ASY(<mZ>=SYmR(K) 

GO TU 2? 

?7 IF (MA-1 ) IS. 3<+< 

34- ASY<M7)=SYMB(1) 

fin TO 22 

35 ASy <Im7 ) = ̂ Y^R ( J) 

22 CONTINUE 

1(S CONTINUE 

1 R TF (INPUT) .1,30 * ?. 

C(?)=EV 

L SCAL r (KX.C. WX 

NP=I(bV-SV)/AV)*1 

no 3i i< = i < np 

r— P|_AC£' GENFKflTING FUNCTIONS 

on 3? i = j.'-'a 

WZ=M7*1 

X (NZ)=XX __^ 

33 CONTINUE 

FNn 



^_ 

CO 

DO _ Js/?. 

IF(Z(J)-7(J-1 

3 V=7(J) 

7(J*1)=V 

V = i-.'(J) 

w ( J) - vi ( J - ) ) 

W(J-1)=V 

V=aSY(J) 

flSY (J-1 I«V 

K=] 

? COMT 

I = T - 1 

IF(K) 

4 P 

FMO 

i 

lNP LIMIT 

N.7(?S0) 

*s no i j-^,s 

f IF(ZmAX-7(J)) 2i3»3 
2 7Mbx = 7 I J) 

GO TO 1 

3 IF (Z-IIN-7{ J) ) 1*1*4 

1 CQmTIMuE 

PFTlJMN 

F N n 



WF 5C4I.F. IKK «C « I W *« p ,<;s ) 

DIMENSION n(2) 

ro=i. 

rm-c 

IF (RR-.OB) S>5 

nn 6 1=1.10 

IF(A ̂ ^-(.)"I) ) 7 

£ CONTINUE 

1 = 10 
7 ]F|flMk-( (.!»[)-.05) 

9 RP=IrfP+.1» f1-1) 

GO TO 10 

CjO TO 10 

5 no ip 1=1.10 

13 iRR 

no u 1=1.3 

flflO=(AO«.1)*(H.5 

IF(K/ + flfl't-uw) 14 

14 CQMTINUK 

no ro 10 

15 HO TO (1 

no to 10 

17 uu = #l+ (a 

10 ?l7E = 

flO=l . 

IF1SIZE-TSIZ) M,L9»?0 

GO TO 21 

19 q^=C(L) 

GO TO ?.\ 

?O SS=Cll) 

?1 nn 100 1=1»2 

if tc t n-o.io 101- ioz.102 

101 D(I>«-1-0 

r,n to 100 

Ifl2 O(I)=1.0 



100 COnTI 

33 IF (Oa^S (c,^)-l .n) 

?5 DO 37 1=1.10 

IF(OArtStS^J-aO) 37.39,3H 

37 CO-"'TI NIJK 

38 DO 40 1=1.10 

IF [O 

40 CO"JT 

no ^3 l=i.io 



COMMON N.M2bn),Y(^50).ASY'(?c;(1}.^YMM(S).flMY{H}.oi\ix(ft),ACP(i:>«':)) 
1W4 tb) tHAi<!YMRH*KY«KX.SYl«SY2«IVY. IVX.SPS.ATT1M 

DTvEnSIOn h (ion.it(ini) 

y DQilHLF PprciSION SXX ( 10) iCt?) ,1-'Y.l"X.n'X.*>Y.SX.SY 
WOTTE (3.9°) U»iY ( I ) . 1 = ] . ■*) 

99 FORMAT(1 Hi .704,A?) 

_____ Cflt L SOHT 

CAl L LI^IT (XM In, xf-iAX) 

C(1)=Y(1) 

C( J)=Y (N) 

Cfll L 5CAL17 (KY«C, I VY,^Y .SY) 

C(i)=xmIn 

C(3)=XMax 

TAIL SCAL" (K>!.C,IVX,PX,SX) 

KAA=KX-1 

no l j=l.]ni 

IT(J)aO 
1 R(J)=SYMRP 

J7 = l 

ni)T=!) 

pn ^> i=i, m 

KO = I) 

S IFtY.(I)-VY) 7.7,3 

3 KO*i 

W X = 4 

pn m j=i.i<jii 

4 i-J X = i<l A * W X 

J=KX 

fi C*(J)=ASY(I) 

IT(J)=IT(J)*1 

IF (I-M ?.]H, 1H 

]H OMT=1 

7 IF (KO-II) 11.10.11 

11 no 12 jsi,kx 

IF(I I (J)-1 ) 12.1^.13 

13 IF(IT(J)-S) 14,14, IS 

14 iwnsITtJ] 

» ( J) =ATT UNO) 

Rn to io 

l1^ H(.l)=< 

1? CO.\'T 

10 IF(MO-5) ^4,4S«JS 

94 hfcTTf. (3.1 Dp) (H(J) .J= 1.101 

0 FORMAT(1h ,ISA. 1m-. 1 n I Ql } 

W0=MO+] 

TF (OUT) ^Q^liif1 , 



IF(OUT) 

no f* J=l. l 

f J)=0 

GO TU 5 

? CONTINUE 

no ^ i=i 

q pit>=syi 

K7-KX/1 II 

IF (NH-1 ) A^.M 

5Xv(Dm)= $x 

GO TO 40 

AO CO-'TUiUL 

> (HtJ) 

103 

f, FORMAT 

(3 

(I) 

IDENTITY* t5X« "PLOT IDFmTITY'.S 

no 

FO»MftT<lH 

] IS 

PF TlVN 

i (AC«(J»I) 
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